A Self-surveying Camera Array (SSCA) is a vision-based local-area positioning system consisting of multiple ground-deployed cameras that are capable of self-surveying their extrinsic parameters while tracking and localizing a moving target. This paper presents the selfsurveying algorithm being used to track a target helicopter in each camera frame and to localize the helicopter in an array-fixed frame. Three cameras are deployed independently in an arbitrary arrangement that allows each camera to view the helicopter's flight volume. The helicopter then flies an unplanned path that allows the cameras to calibrate the relative locations and orientations by utilizing a self-surveying algorithm that is extended from the well-known structure from motion algorithm and the bundle adjustment technique. This yields the cameras' extrinsic parameters enabling real-time helicopter positioning via triangulation. This paper also presents results from field trials, which verify the feasibility of the SSCA as a readily-deployable system applicable to helicopter tracking and localization. The results demonstrate that, compared to the differential GPS solution as true reference, the SSCA alone is capable of positioning the helicopter with meter-level accuracy. The SSCA has been integrated with onboard inertial sensors providing a reliable positioning system to enable successful autonomous hovering.
for machine control and localizing collected data (Maybeck 1979 ). The Self-surveying Camera Array (SSCA) is a visionbased localization system that has been designed and developed to provide a reliable positioning alternative for an autonomous acrobatic helicopter. Multiple ground-based cameras are deployed to track and localize the helicopter relative to the camera array ( Figure 1) .
The main goal of this project is to explore a positioning system that can be used reliably to control a helicopter to perform aggressive acrobatic maneuvers autonomously (Ng et al. 2004) . Onboard differential GPS (DGPS) provides meterlevel positioning at low cost and has been a popular choice for many autonomous helicopter projects. However, upon entering an aggressive maneuver, the abrupt acceleration of a mounted GPS antenna (up to 3 g) causes the standard phaselocked loop of a commercial GPS receiver to lose signal lock, resulting in positioning dropouts. Once signals are lost, reacquisition under such acceleration takes a considerable time. A multi-antenna setup in which at least one of the antennas has sky visibility in any attitude seems effective for inverted flight, but maintaining signal tracking and position solution across multiple antennas with temporary sky view and extended acquisition time is non-trivial. The SSCA can augment or replace an onboard DGPS, making the positioning system more robust during such aggressive flight maneuvers. Vision-based measurements of the SSCA can be integrated with onboard inertial sensors as a measurement update for drift compensation. Keeping the positioning equipment off-board has an added advantage of reducing the weight, allowing the helicopter more power for aggressive maneuvering.
The SSCA deploys multiple cameras on the ground in unsurveyed positions such that each camera can view the helicopter at all times. Upon deployment, the rotational and translational relationships of the cameras are unknown and must be surveyed to initialize such vision-based positioning. In order to make the SSCA a readily deployable and reconfig- Fig. 1 . A Self-surveying Camera Array (SSCA) tracking and localizing a helicopter.
urable system, the SSCA is capable of self-surveying the extrinsic camera parameters while tracking the helicopter flying within the array, eliminating the tedium of a manual survey. It is assumed that the intrinsic parameters of each camera are known. An accurate measurement of one of the array baselines provides a scale factor. Once the extrinsic parameters are determined, the 3-D location of the helicopter can be accurately and robustly tracked in array-fixed coordinate frame via triangulation with standard Least Squares (LS) techniques.
The core problems in this research are the localization of the helicopter in each image frame and the self-survey of the extrinsic parameters of the camera array. The SSCA utilizes a background differencing method to locate the helicopter in each image. By identifying the background through an average of previous scenes, the moving helicopter can be identified as a cluster of points in the foreground image. The center of this cluster identifies the approximate center of the helicopter.
In a conventional approach, the extrinsic information is calibrated by introducing a structured calibration target in the scene (such as a cube with a checkerboard pattern), or the cameras must be placed and fixed in known locations and orientations (Trucco and Verri 1998) . Such an approach is not applicable to a camera array with long baselines that needs to be easily deployable and reconfigurable anywhere in a field because it will require re-calibration with a large calibration aid every time a camera is moved or it will necessitate a large structure to hold the camera array in well-separated relations to provide enough coverage to view the entire scene. Instead, the SSCA applies a variant of the well-known structure from motion (SFM) algorithm (Poelman and Kanade 1997) and the bundle adjustment technique (Forsyth and Ponce 2003) in order to estimate the extrinsic relationships on the fly without requiring modifications to the scene or the helicopter.
Background
There are several related approaches applicable to helicopter localization. DGPS positioning provides high precision in normal flights (Whalley et al. 2003; Saripalli et al. 2002) , but as discussed earlier, it is prone to severe occlusion in acrobatic flights and it is difficult to maintain continuous positioning throughout aggressive maneuvers with an off-theshelf receiver. The use of onboard cameras to localize a helicopter has been studied by many and proven to be effective when combined with inertial sensors (Corke 2004) . In acrobatic flights, however, dramatic view change at rates of up to 200 deg/sec during rolling and flipping combined with intensive vibration noise due to the engines and the rotors make image processing non-trivial and computationally expensive; whereas a ground-based system is largely immune to such onboard issues involved during such "chaotic" maneuvers. Self-calibration of extrinsic parameters has been studied in the past for various stereo camera applications (Liang et al. 1989; Mayer et al. 2002) . For example, Knight and Reid (2000) use a stereo head that rotates around an axis to calibrate head geometry. Zhang (1995) shows that four points and several images from a randomly-moving stereo pair can be used to compute the extrinsic parameters of the stereo pair along with the 3-D structure of the points up to a scale factor. The structure from motion algorithm developed by Poelman and Kanade (1997) uses a single moving camera tracking multiple feature points in the scene. By taking a stream of images as the camera moves, the algorithm can determine the motion of the camera and the coordinates of each of the feature points. The SSCA applies a variant of this well-known algorithm by collecting the same type of information while static multiple cameras are tracking a single moving point in the scene. To refine the extrinsic estimate, the SSCA applies the bundle adjustment technique by directly solving the perspective projection model (Forsyth and Ponce 2003) .
Tracking Approach
A background differencing method is utilized for each camera to track a helicopter as a moving target in a sequence of grayscale images. A statistical model of a background scene is built over time by updating a running average of the image sequence:
where I bg j and I curr j are the pixel intensity matrices of the averaged background image and the current image at the j th epoch. The weight α regulates the updating speed (Forsyth and Ponce 2003) . Any object moving faster than the updating speed disappears in the averaged scene. The image difference I diff j is then taken between the current image and the background image:
where a fast-moving helicopter stands out as a cluster of nonzero pixels ( Figure 2 ). I thr is a threshold to suppress image noise.
The location of the helicopter in 2-D image coordinates (u j , v j ) can be estimated by the population mean of the nonzero pixel distribution in the image difference:
where a (2M+1)×(2M+1) square mask is applied as a search window, centered at the estimate of the previous epoch. This This background differencing method requires that the tracking target must be a principal actively-moving object within the search window. Any other fast-moving object in the search window, such as moving cars, walking people, swaying trees, birds, or airplanes, will bias the measurement. In order to improve the robustness of the image processing in such busy environments, the literature suggests approaches that take the probabilities of the predicted target dynamics into consideration, such as Kalman filtering (Trucco and Verri 1998) , the condensation algorithm (Blackman 2004) , or multiple hypothesis tracking (Han and Kanade 1999) . For simplicity, the SSCA assumes that the helicopter flies above the tree line in each of the camera views, in which the effect of slowmoving disturbances like clouds in the sky can be suppressed by tuning the background update rate and the threshold. As demonstrated later in field testing, this background differencing algorithm works well in a specific field environment, even without integrating such advanced tracking algorithms that could in turn increase system complexities and processing loads.
Self-surveying Algorithm
To determine the helicopter's location via triangulation based on the set of images captured at multiple cameras, the geometry of the camera array including translational and rotational relationships, must be known. In order to make the SSCA readily deployable and reconfigurable, these extrinsic parameters are self-surveyed on the fly by applying first a wellknown structure from motion (SFM) technique for a coarse estimate, which is then fine tuned by a bundle adjustment method in a cascaded manner (Zhang et al. 2006 ).
Structure from Motion
A structure from motion (SFM) technique based on the algorithm defined by Poelman and Kanade (1997) is applied to get a coarse initial estimate for the cameras' extrinsic parameters. As opposed to a normal SFM problem in which a single moving camera takes a stream of images of a static object from different angles and locations, the SSCA employs multiple static cameras, each taking simultaneously a stream of images of a moving object in the scene. Since both essentially capture the same relative geometry change, the fundamental concept of the SFM algorithm is directly applicable and can be formulated in a similar manner.
The equations below show the standard camera conversions:
: location of camera i in world frame P j : helicopter trajectory in world frame p ij : helicopter trajectory camera i frame R i : rotation matrix for camera i u ij , v ij : helicopter trajectory in pixel in camera i frame A scaled orthographic projection, also known as a "weak perspective" projection, is used to convert from 3-D camera frame coordinates to 2-D image frame coordinates. This projection technique, described in the equations below, approximates a perspective projection assuming that the object in the image is near the image center and does not vary a large amount in the axis perpendicular to the camera's image plane. The projection equations assume unity focal length. The origin of the world frame is fixed at the center of mass of the object locations in the data set. Based on these assumptions, the helicopter trajectory is scaled, rotated, and shifted from the world frame into a camera image frame by the projection equations (9-12), and then restated in a matrix form (13) (14) (15) .
Note that the set of helicopter trajectories tracked at multiple cameras, (u ij , v ij ), is the only measurement given to this SFM algorithm.
Taking a singular value decomposition of W * and ignoring any right or left singular eigenvectors that correspond with the fourth or higher singular values (i.e. those that appear due to noise) results in:
whereR andP represent the affine camera positions and the affine structure of the points in the scene respectively, which can then be transferred back to Euclidian space with a matrix Q. The 2M +1 linear constraints defined below are applied to determine Q. The last constraint is to avoid a trivial solution satisfied by everything being zero.
With the above constraints and the Jacobi Transformation of Q, the affine system can be converted back into Euclidian space. If the resulting Q is not positive definite, the distortions, possibly due to noise, perspective effects, insufficient rotation in the system, or a planar flight path, overcome the third singular value of W (Poelman and Kanade 1997) .
Multiplying all the rotation matrices and the newly-found matrix of points by R −1 1 converts everything into a coordinate frame based on the camera 1 image frame.
After this process, the only remaining unknown extrinsic parameter is t i , which can be extracted using LS by expanding the equation below to encompass all the points in each camera. 
The minimum number of points required to self-survey with SFM is defined by:
Given that three cameras are deployed, a minimum of four sets of measurement points will be necessary to self-survey their geometry (Thrun et al. 2004 ).
Camera Frame to Array Frame
The resulting extrinsic parameters of the camera array are unscaled and given in the camera 1 image frame. To extract the unknown scale factor inherent to these types of bearing-only positioning systems, the SSCA assumes that the baseline L between camera 1 and camera 2 can be tape measured or deployed with a string of known length. The ratio of the known baseline to the unscaled estimate between camera 1 and camera 2 defines the scale factor. To convert the extrinsic parameters from the camera 1 image frame to the array-fixed coordinate frame (Figure 3) , a rotation matrix is calculated based on the following assumptions:
1. Camera 1 is at the origin of the array-fixed frame.
2. The vector from camera 1 to camera 2 defines the x axis.
3. The three cameras are on the x-y plane.
4. The y axis is defined as orthogonal to the x axis and positive towards camera 3 location. Fig. 3 . Array-fixed coordinate frame.
5.
The z axis is defined by the right hand rule as orthogonal to the x-y plane.
As a result, in the array-fixed coordinate system, the camera locations are described as:
Bundle Adjustment
Given the SFM solution as a coarse initial estimate, the extrinsic parameters can be refined further by solving nonlinear perspective equations directly via iterative LS, a well-known bundle adjustment (Forsyth and Ponce 2003) . This technique is typically chosen as a last refinement method and is known to be highly accurate (Zhang et al. 2006) . Bundle adjustment optimizes the extrinsic parameters, exploring the best array geometry that matches to the set of 2-D tracking measurements collected during a calibration flight. Through the LS batch process, the following unknown parameters are estimated simultaneously in the array-fixed coordinate frame: the camera locations t i , the Euler angles α i , β i , and γ i that define the camera orientations R i , and the helicopter trajectory P j . Note that the set of normalized 2-D tracking points, (u ij , v ij ), from each camera's image coordinates is the sole measurement used in this bundle adjustment (except for the given baseline L as a scale factor).
The following perspective geometry equations relate all the unknown parameters to the 2-D tracking points via a nonlinear perspective model (Trucco and Verri 1998) . Note that the perspective equation (26) is different from the SFM's "weak perspective" equations (10, 11) .
Bundle adjustment linearizes the perspective equation (26) and the array geometry equation (6) into a Jacobian form, and then batch-estimates the unknown parameters using iterative LS by taking the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix J of the linearized measurement equations (27, 28) :
For all the unknowns to be observable, the Jacobian matrix J must be well-conditioned. Capturing a large geometry change created by a helicopter flying within a well-distributed camera array yields enough observability for the LS estimate. However, such large helicopter motion in turn tends to violate the SFM's weak-perspective camera model in which the helicopter is assumed to stay near the image center without much depth variation, resulting in an inaccurate initial guess to start bundle adjustment. To avoid such possible failure due to the weak-perspective assumption, a paraperspective SFM (Poelman and Kanade 1997) or a perspective SFM (Han and Kanade 1999 ) is a good comparable alternative, which is expected to make the transition from SFM to bundle adjustment more robust. To ensure proper convergence of the nonlinear LS iteration, the current SSCA feeds the bundle adjustment with multiple sets of initial estimates centered around the SFM solution, to avoid the optimization converging incorrectly to local minima due to an inaccurate initial guess.
Field Demonstration
The prototype of the SSCA was developed and a series of field tests were conducted to verify its system-level capability during helicopter tracking and localization. The experimental results presented here demonstrate the entire SSCA operation: camera deployment, tracking, self-survey, and localization.
Experimental Setup
The current prototype system consists of a ground-based camera array (Figure 1) and an autonomous helicopter platform (Figure 4) . Three compact digital cameras ( Figure 5 corrected by using pre-calibrated intrinsic parameters. Image streams from the cameras are captured nearly simultaneously at a rate of 10Hz with a resolution of 640×480 in an 8-bit gray-scale format.
The cameras are connected through an IEEE-1394 (FireWire) interface into a PC that is designated for vision processing including image capturing, tracking algorithms, self-surveying algorithms, localization, and data logging. The resulting 10Hz real-time positioning output is sent to another PC that remotely controls the helicopter integrating the SSCA solution with other sensors including inertia and DGPS (when available).
For true reference, the array baselines were surveyed by DGPS with centimeter-level accuracy. Note that only the baseline between cameras 1 and 2 was used in the self-surveying algorithm as a scale factor.
Tracking
The tracking algorithm based on the background differencing method was implemented in the field on each camera to track the helicopter as a moving target. Three cameras were placed and oriented so that they could track the flying helicopter from different angles and were slightly titled up towards the sky to avoid being disturbed by other moving objects on the ground.
In this particular flight test, while remotely controlled by a human pilot, the helicopter circled over the array twice (clockwise, looking up from the ground) and made several quick up-and-down maneuvers (with maximum vertical acceleration on the order of 2g) in the middle of the field. A total data set lasting 120 seconds was captured during the maneuver. Figure 6 shows, on the left, an image sample captured at camera 1 while tracking the helicopter. The thick black and white box is a tracking marker centered at the estimated helicopter location. The thin white larger box is the 81×81 search window (M = 40) of the background differencing method. Figures 7 and 8 show, on the left, image sequences captured at cameras 2 and 3 and turned into animations at 10/3Hz with tracking markers locked on the helicopter during the entire maneuver.
The plots on the right are the resulting helicopter trajectory in the image coordinates for each camera. The thick lines show the helicopter trajectories that were tracked by the background differencing method. The thin lines show the helicopter trajectories that were manually post-traced in the logged images as true reference.
In this specific field environment, the background differencing method was able to track the helicopter stably without any significant loss of lock during the entire flight. The tracking error statistics including the mean, the standard deviation, and the maximum error from the true reference are reported in Table 1 . The table shows the tracking accuracy was within a few pixels, except for some variations due to background noise. For example, at camera 2, the maximum error occurred when the helicopter was buried in the background as it flew in the lower left part of the image around the big trees (Figure 7) .
Self-survey and Localization
Once the set of tracking measurements was collected during the calibration flight, the SFM and bundle adjustment were implemented in a cascaded manner to calibrate both the ar- ray geometry and the 3-D helicopter trajectory. To validate the accuracy of the self-surveying algorithm, onboard DGPS data were collected during the flight as a true reference for comparison. Figure 9 shows the result from the SFM, which was later used to feed the bundle adjustment as a coarse initial estimate. The thick line is the estimate of the helicopter trajectory and the square markers are the estimate of the camera locations. The thin line is the DGPS result for the helicopter trajectory and the cross markers are the DGPS-surveyed camera locations. As the plot shows, the SFM results did not quite match with the DGPS reference. This inaccuracy could be caused by the weak-perspective assumption that requires the helicopter to stay near the center of the image, which was not true for this flight data set where the helicopter's route spanned the entire image. Figure 10 shows the result from the bundle adjustment, which utilized multiple initial seeding around the coarse SFM solution. As shown, both the array locations and the helicopter trajectory were calibrated successfully and matched well with the DGPS reference. Some variations and offsets in the trajectory were due to tracking errors and inaccuracy of the estimated baselines. Based on the geometry, even small tracking errors could result in significant positioning errors when the helicopter flew further from the camera array. Table 2 compares the estimated baselines with the DGPS survey. This result verifies that with bundle adjustment the baselines can be self-surveyed with one meter accuracy. Table 3 shows the resulting error statistics of the helicopter trajectory over the entire flight. Comparison with the DGPS reference demonstrates that the SSCA is capable of providing meter-level positioning accuracy. 
Conclusions
A Self-surveying Camera Array (SSCA) produces an effective means of initializing a vision-based helicopter positioning system consisting of multiple ground-deployed cameras. The SSCA extends ideas from the well-known structure from motion algorithm and the bundle adjustment technique to selfsurvey the array geometry on the fly, thus allowing the camera array to be readily deployable and reconfigurable in the field. Once the extrinsic parameters are self-calibrated, the SSCA is capable of real-time tracking and localizing an autonomous helicopter, providing a reliable positioning alternative, especially during aggressive acrobatic maneuvers in which DGPS solutions become difficult.
The tracking algorithm and the self-surveying algorithm have been integrated and implemented on an SSCA prototype system. System-level field experiments have been conducted to validate the feasibility of the self-surveying concept and the tracking and localization performance. The field test results have demonstrated successful calibration of both the array geometry and the helicopter trajectory, verifying that, compared with a DGPS true reference, the SSCA is capable of providing meter-level positioning accuracy.
In recent field trials, the positioning output from the SSCA has been fused with onboard inertial sensors and integrated into the helicopter's control system (Ng et al. 2004 ), demonstrating successful autonomous hovering. Future trials will proceed to perform aggressive acrobatic flights in which DGPS solutions are likely to drop out, demonstrating that the SSCA can be used reliably as part of a positioning system for such acrobatic maneuvers.
Further improvements are possible to make the SSCA operation more robust. For instance, as discussed earlier, the tracking algorithm could utilize the helicopter's statistical dynamics models (Trucco and Verri 1998; Blackman 2004; Han and Kanade 1999) in order to maintain lock reliably in a busy background, where the proposed ad hoc background differencing method would fail. Moreover, interesting extensions of the SSCA would include: on-the-fly re-calibration methods by detecting the change of geometry when the camera array is reconfigured either intentionally or unintentionally; robust algorithms to survive occlusions when the helicopter travels out of view in some camera images; a self-surveying method tracking multiple moving helicopters simultaneously; and an optimal array arrangement with an increased number of cameras to maximize the flight volume. Further discussions and verifications on such extended capabilities are open research topics.
